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tribution of the content key or re-encryption is required
when content is transfered to a third-party. Currently
when content is distributed over a third party with a
per client encryption means there will be a short time
where content is available as clear text on the thirdparty machine. Alternatively the properties of transencryption’s split-key cryptosystem could be used to
forgo these issues as content would never be decrypted between the Content Provider (CP) and the Content Consumer Unit (CCU). This research aims to determine the overhead of doing a trans-encryption HAS
video segments. This extra step of alternative encryption would allow distribution of DRM protected content over an untrusted third party. The development
of trans-encryption over DRM is key to the CP because
they rarely distribute their content themselves, while
considerable value can be lost when leakage occurs at
a Content Distributor (CD). As such an extension to
a HAS protocol that enables the secure distribution of
content over untrusted CDNs would greatly benefit the
CPs. Trans-encryption would utilize the homomorphic
properties of one of the following cipher-systems; RSA
[1], One time path [2, pp. 398-400], LFSR stream
cipher, ElGamal [3] or Damgard-Jurik [4]. To determine the viability of the technique a module doing the
trans-encryption step was created and its performance
overhead measured.

Abstract
The content distributors take content protection and Digital Rights Management of
content very serious. As such many provisions already exist to make sure content is securely sent to, and only to, licensed clients.
In this paper an alternative content encryption system is proposed by using the homomorphic features of asymmetric cryptography
systems. Using a split-key derivative of the
RSA cryptosystem, representing asymmetric
split-key cryptography, the overhead of doing
a trans-encryption operation on an edge was
evaluated. The results show that using the
split-key RSA cryptosystem degrades performance significantly over using a similar AES128 re-encrypting cryptosystem but show area
for improvement. Although the split-key RSA
cryptosystem doesn’t perform satisfactory it
does provide the ability to distribute over untrusted third-party Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs) as content is never decrypted along the
pipeline, where this is the case for the similar
AES-128 cryptosystem.
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Introduction

Recent leaks of blockbuster titles have put pressure on
streaming services and content distributors to better
secure their stored and in transit video-content. The
Research questions
current Digital Rights Management (DRM) pipeline 2
for HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) works by encrypting video content once using Common Encryption As an important method for the content provider
(CENC) which relies on AES-128. This means the dis- to protect the content during its distribution, trans1

encryption can provide a more secure environment for
the delivery of digital content. This work aims to better
understand the overhead of doing a trans-encryption
step. As such the main research question for this project is proposed as follows:

is encoded into a number of different bit-rates which
correspond to a needed throughput by a client. These
differently encoded videos are then described in a manifest which is usually text or XML. This process is described in Figure 1.

– What is the performance overhead of doing
a trans-encryption step for Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH).
To fairly evaluate the performance of trans-encryption
over MPEG-DASH the following subquestion corresponds to the main research question:
– How can currently available server hardware1 be
applied efficiently to do a trans-encryption step Figure 1: This diagram was created to show the abfor MPEG-DASH.
stract process of encoding video for HTTP Adaptive
In terms of scoping this research will focus primarily Streaming. There is an optional step in which the enon evaluating the performance overhead introduced by coded video is segmented into equally timed parts. The
timeindexes for the video are described in a manifest.
the trans-encryption step on the HAS server.
This paper will aim to provide a clear measurement
A client first requests the manifest from the server.
of the overhead of doing a trans-encryption step, and
Then a “slow-start”, e.g. low bit-rate video first, is iniprovide reference for the adoption of this technology.
tialized to quickly fill up the buffer on the client. After
this slow-start the video’s bit-rate converges to the client’s throughput and a client’s optimal video quality is
3 Related Work
reached. When congestion takes place, the video bitMPEG-DASH is the underlying HAS protocol that will rate is scaled back to decrease the possibility of playbe used as a representative of HAS technologies for back discontinuity. This concept is shown in Figure
this research. MPEG-DASH [5] was ratified as the 2.
ISO/IEC standard for delivering adaptive video conAvailable Bandwidth
tent over HTTP in November 2011 [6]. Since then the
Network Congestion
High bitrate
DASH Industry Forum (DASH-IF) has further promoted the adoption of MPEG-DASH and continues
developing the specification. The MPEG-DASH pro- Medium bitrate
tocol does not specify a DRM method but supports
all DRM techniques specified in the ISO/IEC standLow bitrate
ard for CENC [7]. CENC relies on a third party DRM
time
license system to supply the Content Decryption Module (CDM) on the client’s machine with keys to decrypt the content. The underlying encryption to these Figure 2: This diagram was created to show the absystems rely on CENC which encrypts content using stract process of the adaptive algorithm switching bitAES-128 [8] Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) or Counter rates following network congestion at the client-side for
Mode (CTR). No underlying crypto algorithms other HTTP Adaptive Streaming.
than CENC’s AES-128 were found to have been reTrans-encryption is a technique patented by TNO in
searched.
In a HAS architecture the server has to provide WO application WO2013041394A1 [9]. It can be used
a client with a number of different bit-rate videos to to securely deliver content from a Content Provider
chose from. A mastervideo, which is preferably lossless, to a Content Consumer Unit over one or more CDs.
1 without

adding dedicated processing units
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additional scripting interface in LUA 1 which allows
the user to do intricate per request configuration. The
measurement of the capacity of a web server is a tried
and tested subject which generally focuses on either
throughput or requests per second [11, 12]. wrk is perfectly capable of generating requests fast enough to sufficiently load web server. Because the focus of HAS web
servers lies with providing sufficient throughput using
large requests, throughput is the measurement that is
focused on most.

These CDs are usually realized in the form of CDNs.
Trans-encryption uses a split-key cryptosystem which
splits up keys e and d for encryption and decryption algorithms E and D into i different split encryption keys
e1 , e2 , . . . , ei and or k different split decryption keys
d1 , d2 , . . . , dk . The split-keys are generated such that
Ddk (D... (Dd2 (Dd1 (Eei (E... (Ee2 (Ee1 (X))) = X. The
secret information S necessary for generating i and or
k different encryption and or decryption keys has to
be sent on together with the encrypted content. The
point of this technique is that content X is never fully
decrypted and remains encrypted on route to the CCU.
An abstract schematic demonstrating trans-encryption
for a single intermediary is shown in Figure 3.

4.2

Trans-encrypting Server

The second part to the HAS architecture is a HTTP
server with exterior bindings to encrypting applications. These encrypting applications were specifically
built for this research.
4.2.1

Encryption

As mentioned before there are a few possible cipherFigure 3: This diagram was created to show the en- systems available in the patent describing split-key
cryption operations for a trans-encrypted stream of cryptography. The patent suggests the use of the
data to a client needed for a split-key cryptographic following five cipher-systems although the split-key
cryptosystem is not necessarily constricted to this set.
set-up.
• RSA [1]
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Approach

• One time path

• LFSR stream cipher
As elaborated upon previously the MPEG-DASH specification and its stack will be used to represent
• ElGamal [3]
HAS. MPEG-DASH utilizes a conventional HTTP
• Damgard-Jurik [4]
server/client architecture to respectively distribute and
ingest content. As such these two components needed RSA was chosen as the representative cipher-system
to be selected and or created to simulate a represent- for the experimental set-up’s trans-encrypting ciphersystem. RSA was chosen over the other cipher-systems
able set-up.
because of its generally standardized status as a cryptosystem in multiple libraries. One time path was passed
4.1 Client
on because of its 100% increase in required data per
To simulate load for the experiments the tool wrk [10] trans-encryption and already has a base overhead of
was chosen. wrk is able to do application layer re- 100%. LFSR stream ciphers are generally fast but
quests in the form of HTTP requests with little to no mostly because of dedicated hardware [13]. Many
overhead. By utilizing multiple concurrent connections LFSR stream ciphers however are found lacking in
wrk is able to simulate the load of multiple CCUs. wrk security over the more secure asymmetric crypto alhowever was not used to decode the video segments gorithms [14, 15, 16]. Because this research focuses
as the requests were discarded on completion. wrk is on currently available hardware for servers and beable to evaluate the performance of a web-server in cause of the security aspect, LFSR stream ciphers
terms of throughput and latency which is returned to were turned down. The ElGamal algorithm hangs
the calling program over the stdout. wrk also has an on a different proof than RSA’s practical difficulty of
1 LUA

is a lightweight programming language https://www.lua.org/
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factoring, namely the indistinguishability of two probability distributions from cyclic group G [17]. Even
though the ElGamal and RSA algorithm hang on a
different proof, their performance is similar due to the
asymmetric nature of the both of them. RSA is faster
encrypting, ElGamal is faster decrypting [18, 19]. Because ElGamal is less standardized then RSA [20],
RSA was eventually picked over ElGamal. Finally
Damgard-Jurik, which hangs of the same principle as
RSA, the difficulty of factoring, was not considered for
this research because of the general lack of implementations as a crypto-system.

encryption cryptosystem were created. These components were created using the latest version of the C
openssl library. Using the openssl means forward compatibility and efficient use of the hardware with the use
of its RSA and AES bindings. The four components
were built to work on generic content.
• C rsa create combined
• Python encrypt.py + C rsa encrypt
• C rsa trans/rsa trans dec
• C rsa client decrypt

Split-key cryptography using the RSA algorithm applies the multiplicative property of consecutive exponentiations i.e. (an )m = an∗m so that consecutive encryptions of X (X e1 )e2 (mod n) or consecutive
decryptions of X (X d1 )d2 (mod n) can be combined
into singular exponentiations of X: X e1 ∗e2 (mod n) &
X d1 ∗d2 (mod n). To implement RSA trans-encryption
using split-key cryptography first keypair one is generated following the normal key generation procedure
described in the RSA standards. Then keypair two
is derived copying keypair one’s public modulus n, its
prime p and q. For keypair two a different public exponent is chosen from which private exponent two is
derived. These two public/private keypairs can then
be combined by multiplication as follows: ec = e1 e2
and stored in a combined keypair. Because there are
two possible operations for the trans-encryption e.g. a
second encryption or a first decryption, this leaves two
possible operations on the trans-encrypting server this
decision can be seen in Figure 4.

After openssl genrsa is called to create a keypair one
rsa create combined is used. rsa create combined creates a second keypair from the previously created pair
one and combines it in a combined pair. These pairs
are all stored in a PEM1 formatted file. encrypt.py
and rsa encrypt are used to encrypt entire directories of video content with either the combined keypair
or pair one applying PKCS1 padding to every consecutive 245 bytes of a HAS segment. The 245 bytes
were chosen as PKCS1 padding allows for padding of
keysize − 11 bytes of data to be encrypted per call
of the RSA algorithm. rsa trans or rsa trans dec are
used respectively to either apply the second encryption using keypair two or apply a first decryption using
keypair one. This step does not apply any padding. Finally rsa client decrypt performs the final decryption
using either the private exponent from the combined
pair or pair two. The two different paths can be seen
as follows:
Ee1 → Ee2 → Dd1d2
Ee1e2 → Dd1 → Dd2
Before continuing the functionality was confirmed
in Linux using a MPEG-DASH segment as follows:
1. ./rsa encrypt 0001.m4s > 0001.one.m4s
2. ./rsa trans 0001.one.m4s > 0001.two.m4s

Figure 4: This diagram was created to show the encryption and decryption routes possible when doing a
RSA trans-encrypting content pipeline.

3. ./rsa client decrypt 0001.two.m4s > 0001.clear.m4s
4. diff 0001.m4s 0001.clear.m4s (no output means
no difference)

For this research four components to the RSA trans-

1 PEM describes a way of the textually encoding cryptographic keys, certificates, and other data. PEM is the most used format
for distributing ASN.1 DER keys and certificates.
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The functionality of the passthrough part of the
HAS server was confirmed beforehand by having an
actual MPEG-DASH client1 communicate with the
server.
As a comparative technology an AES-128 reencrypting application was also implemented using the
C openssl libraries. This implementation first does a
decryption with key one using AES-128-CBC, which is
then followed by an encryption with key two. The subsequent decryption and encryption do possess a small
time window in which the content is available on the
re-encrypting machine as cleartext.

Figure 5: This figure was created to show the experimental set-up for the benchmarking measurements.
This set-up allows testing of the multiple different
cryptosystems.

The keysize for RSA was chosen as 2048-bit, this
was done to ensure that factorization of the key would
be impossible for the foreseeable future. Figure 6 shows
The HTTP server receives the requests from wrk and the progress of hostile RSA factorizations since 1992,
on the fly does one of four operations on the MPEG- which indicate the possibility of factorizing RSA with
DASH segments:
a 1024 bit keysize by 2016. The choice for a 2048 bit
keysize means that only the private-key for the pub1. A passthrough, as a baseline. (no-op)
lic/private key pair is 2048 bits, but the public key can
2. A Re-encryption step, which involves a decryp- be chosen to be as small as possible to speed-up the encryption. For most RSA implementations the default
tion and an encryption applying CENC.
public exponent e is chosen as 65537 [24], so this is
3. A trans-encryption step, which does a second en- what was done for this experiment as well. The main
cryption using RSA.
reason for not picking a smaller number like 3 is that
it is unsafe when no padding is used.
4. A trans-encryption step, which does a first decryption using RSA.
4.2.2

HTTP-server

The web-framework used as the (trans)encryption/passthrough
middleman is Japronto [21], a low-overhead python
HTTP-toolkit. Japronto is a HTTP web-framework
that was coded in C which with extensive use of the Python/C bindings has been made easily programmable
using a Python interface. The C-code for Japronto is
tweaked to optimize for modern CPUs. Japronto uses
picohttpparser [22] for header & chunked-encoding
parsing and uses uvloop [23] to provide with asynchronous IO. When able writes are combined to save
system calls. Japronto uses a master slave set-up to
distribute incoming connections over available slaves.
Figure 6: A figure showing academic factorizations of
the RSA cryptosystem from 1992 till 2010 with a linear
4.3 Experimental Set-up
regression of the datapoints1 .
The experimental set-up consists of the two previously
proposed components hosted on two separate machines The relevant specifications for the two machines are as
connected by a 1Gbit link. A schematic overview of follows:
this set-up can be seen in Figure 5.
1 http://dashif.org/reference/players/javascript/v2.5.0/samples/dash-if-reference-player/index.html
1 Figure

retrieved from https://crypto.stackexchange.com/a/1982
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Client - Lenovo Thinkpad T440s

The test content that was used is Tears of Steel, an
open source movie by the Blender foundation. It was
encoded using H.264 in the following bit-rates:

• Intel Core i5-4200U @ 2C4Tx1.6GHz
• Intel Ethernet Controller I218-V @ 1Gb/s

• 388227 bits/s with a resolution of 512x288 pixels.

Trans-encrypting server - Dell PowerEdge R210
• 770624 bits/s with a resolution of 640x360 pixels.

• Intel Xeon CPU E3-1240L v5 @ 4C8Tx2.10GHz

• 1148766 bits/s with a resolution of 852x480
pixels.

• Broadcom NetXtreme BCM5720 @ 1Gb/s
The number of threads on the server machine allows
for 8 Japronto slave processes to be run concurrently
with a one to one mapping on the CPU threads.
wrk is loaded with requests corresponding to MPEGDASH segments over its LUA API. wrk is then run using 1, 10, 100 and 1000 concurrent connections for 120
seconds. These tests are run once for 120 seconds for
each of the four possible operations the HTTP-server
is capable of. Out of the results from wrk throughput
to the server will be recorded and plotted.

• 1996574 bits/s with a resolution of 1280x720
pixels.
• 2823478 bits/s with a resolution of 1920x1080
pixels.
The urls corresponding to the video segments were randomly shuffled once before testing began. Then the
randomized list of urls were requested from each of the
different encrypting set-ups.
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Results

This section shows the results for the experiment described in Section 4.3. The results show the performance
under a number of different concurrent connections, helping understand the overhead induced by a transencryption step.

Throughput for HTTP Adaptive Segments

1000MB/s

Passthrough MB/s
AES re-encryption MB/s
RSA trans-encryption (encryption) MB/s
RSA trans-encryption (decryption) MB/s
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(log scale higher is better)

100MB/s

(111.47)

(24.51)
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(33.69)
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Figure 7: A graph showing the throughput of the experimental set-up for different types of encryption over
MPEG-DASH segments.

Latency for encrypting HTTP Adaptive Segments
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Figure 8: A graph showing the latency of segment transmission completions for different types of encryption
over MPEG-DASH.

Figure 7 shows that from 10 connections and up
japronto is generating passthrough responses at link
speed which has been indicated in the graph by a black
line. The passthrough experiment shows no slowing
down over the increased connections which means the
server is never overloaded in any way. The passthrough
implementation should be capable of providing enough
throughput for approximately 390 clients at 1080p
H.264.
AES re-encryption shows the least amount of
overhead in comparison to the passthrough baseline
with a 51.3% average performance of the baseline.
The amount of throughput provided by the AES reencryption implementation should easily be enough
to sustain 100 concurrent clients at 1080p H.264.
RSA trans-encryption with an encryption step has the
least amount of overhead of the two trans-encryption
implementations with a 18.7% performance of the
passthrough baseline. The amount of throughput
provided by the RSA trans-encryption with an encryption step implementation nearly provides enough
throughput to sustain 100 concurrent clients at 1080p
H.264 and misses this mark by ∼ 3M B/s. RSA transencryption with a decryption step has the most amount
of overhead of all encrypting implementations with
only 0.5% performance of the passthrough baseline.
The decrypting implementation is only able to provide
enough throughput for 1 client at 1080p H.264 after
which scaling is not significant.

re-encryption. It is not unthinkable that the instruction set could be extended to optimize streaming video
performance for RSA decryption as hardware accelerated video decoding is a well known constant on modern CPUs.

6.1

Future research could go into a RSA decrypting client
to complete the alternative DRM pipeline and further
evaluate the viability of the RSA trans-encryption. As
an alternative to the CPU bound instructions utilized
by openssl the RSA operations could be moved to a
GPU. Previous research achieved a 2.17× speed up of
concurrent RSA decryptions and a 1.572× speed up
of concurrent RSA encryptions over a sequential CPU
RSA implementation [25]. Because of the high number of compute cores in a GPU the RSA algorithm
should scale better than a CPU at concurrent encryptions and decryptions. Although server machines do
not usually carry dedicated GPUs, this could be facilitated to achieve a trans-encryption speed-up.
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Conclusion

This research has evaluated the overhead of transencrypting RSA as an alternative encryption for the
DRM pipeline. This was possible by creating a transencrypting prototype as well as a reference AES-128
re-encryption implementation. Using the RSA transencryption implementation with an encryption step
seems a relatively viable option, which leaves room for
improvement if RSA hardware acceleration on the CPU
were to be implemented like it has been for AES in the
AES-NI instruction set. It remains to be seen if a client can decrypt at enough throughput although the
1 connection RSA trans-encryption seems to be just
capable of doing a decryption at 1080p H.264 0.3MB/s
throughput. The currently adopted cryptographic algorithm for the HAS pipeline AES outperformed both
trans-encrypting implementations by a margin. The
AES re-encryption implementation however means the
use of an untrusted third party would be impossible
where this would be possible for the trans-encrypting
implementations. Trans-encryption increases the security of the DRM pipeline with a non insurmountable
increase of overhead.

Figure 8 reestablishes the aforementioned overhead
distribution, with the most latency in the transencryption implementation with a decryption step.
The figure shows the average completion time for the
requests send by the wrk client. The error bars signify
the standard deviation of each of the averages plotted
in the graph. In this figure you can also see that the
latency of the passthrough implementation is actually
increasing so requests are kept waiting longer as the
number of concurrent connections is increasing.
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Future Work

Discussion

The AES re-encryption benefits greatly from the AESNI set that the Intel Xeon E3-1240L CPU on the server
provides. This extra skews the results in favour of AES
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